1. Skim the story to find the five key ideas in this chapter. Then fill in the blanks below.

The key ideas in this chapter are:

*         *       *

*         *       *

2.a) Write an N or W in the brackets after each item listed to show if it is a Need or a Want:

bread  ( )  stove  ( )  shoes  ( )
water  ( )  trip to Bali  ( )  car  ( )
house  ( )  motor bike  ( )  video  ( )
T.V.  ( )  refrigerator  ( )  milk  ( )
magazine  ( )  chocolate bar  ( )  watch  ( )
skateboard  ( )  bed  ( )  boat  ( )

b) Choose one that you may find difficult to classify.

Explain why ________________________________

3.a) In the first column, write a G or S to show which of these people produce a Good and which provide a Service:

coal miner  car manufacturer  shopkeeper
car manufacturer  fisherman  teacher
fisherman  truck driver  hotel manager
truck driver  builder  lawyer
builder  hairdresser  wheat farmer
hairdresser  typist  sawmill owner
typist  librarian  orthodontist
librarian  potter  fruit picker
potter  park ranger  radio announcer
park ranger  foreign ranger  abalone diver
foreign ranger  shopkeeper  tree feller (in forest)

b) Now refer to the second column:

i) Write a P next to the people in the list who take (extract) or produce raw materials like wood, minerals, fish, and crops. (These people are sometimes referred to as primary producers.)
ii) Write a SE next to those people who take a raw material and make a product from it. These people are often referred to as SEcondary producers.

iii) Finally, write a T next to those people who provide a service rather than producing a good. We often call these people Tertiary workers.

4. Think of one good or service that you have bought for the following reasons:
* to be fashionable _________________________________
* because of habit _________________________________
* to be the same as your friends ________________________
* to be different from your friends ______________________
* because you need it _________________________________
* because it was a bargain _____________________________
* because you are young, rather than old __________________
* because you don't earn much money ____________________

5a) Self Test! Match the word with its correct meaning. Join them with a line.

consumer: something you would like to have
need: a person who provides something
want: anything produced to satisfy a want/need
good: a person who uses something
service: work performed by a person for money
producer: things that we must have to stay alive.

b) Test your classmate! Write out 5 test questions about the main points in this chapter. Write the answers separately. Then test your classmate, correct the answers and give their score.